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Related: Wikipedia. Category Filter: Show All (19)Most Common (0)Technology (5)Government and Military (3)Science and Medicine (2)Business (3)Organizations (9)Slang / Jargon (0)acronymDefinitionnVCNonviolent CommunicationNVCNational Visa CenterNVCNetwork Value Components Ltd.
(Japan)NVCNorman Virus Control (software)NVCNapa Valley College (California)NVCNorman Virus ControlNVCNew Veterans Charter (Canada)NVCNerveion VelocityNVCNational Vocabulary Center (Rochester, MN)NVCNational Volunteer Corps (UN)NVCNew Venture Center (various
organizations)NVCNordvestcult (Norway, Shipbuilder)NVCNational Vice-Commander (American Legion)NVCNational Vice-Chief (Order of the Arrow, Boy Scouts of America)NVCNational Vegetation Classification LevelsNVCNext-Hop-Router Virtual ChannelNVCNarrowband Video CodecNVCNorth
Visitors CenterCopyright 1988-2018 AcronymFinder.com, All Rights Reserved. Want to thank TFD for its existence? Talk to a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster page for free fun content. Link to this page: The human rights organization announced that the CNV process and the
denial of citizenship fall within the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court in its investigation of crimes against the minority group, which was launched last year, Al-Jazeera reported. Mario Capanzana, director of the Food and Nutrition Research Institute of the Department of Science and Technology
(DOST), said they had partnered with the CNV to combat child malnutrition, citing reports that three out of ten children were too small for their age because they did not have good nutrition when they were zero to five years old. Among all patients, the prevalence was 67% for NVC, 76% for septal bypass,
and 72% for lower turbinate hypertrophy Predominance in the subgroup of patients with severe/extreme nasal obstruction for NVC, septal bypass, and lower turbinate hypertrophy was 73.80, and 77%, respectively. However, the refugees rejected the idea of the NVC and reiterated their citizenship
applications Abul Kalam, a member of the Bangladesh Relief and Repatriation Commission, told Arab News.Markusse, MD, PhD, and colleagues at Leiden University Medical Center (Netherlands) collected data on videocapillaroscopy (NVC) models and SSc-specific autoantibodys from a cross section of
287 patients in an established SSc cohort (Rheumatology [Oxford], 2016 on December 10. NVC is an abbreviation for: National Visa Center, a center that is part of the U.S. State Department that holds immigrant visa applications until they can be processed, and then takes provisions for a visa interview
for petition recipients. National vegetation classification, two different systems for classifying natural vegetation: CNV, National Classification of British Vegetation NVC or USNVC, U.S. national vegetation NVC, the Nepal Volunteers Council Nonviolent Communication Nonverbal Communication National
Vocabulary Championship, a U.S. children's vocabulary contest Northwest Vista College, a community college in San Antonio, Texas New Kids Vogue, album by Japanese electronica duo Schwarz Stein Nissan Vanette Cargo, a pickup truck produced by Nissan NVC Lighting Disambiguation page
providing links to topics that could be mentioned by the same search termThis deambiguization page lists items associated with the NVC title. If an internal link led you here, you can change the link to point directly to the intended item. Excerpt from Full FormCategoryTermNAGAL, THENIndian Railway
StationNVCNon- Volatile ChemicalChemistryNVCNorthwest Vista CollegeEducational InstituteNVCNapa Valley CollegeEducational InstituteNVCNorthwest Vista College, San Antonio, TexasEducational InstituteNVCNewport Volleyball
ClubSportsNVCNVYNWNWBNWBNWBNWBNWBNWNWHNWMNWPNNNNNNNWUFormfull is a reference website for popular abbreviations and acronyms. You can search our database for complete forms and names of popular terms in computer science, science, finance, information technology,
chemistry, biology, business, organization, school and chat. You are open to adding additional details for any page. Just click the answer button to add additional information. Once USCIS has approved your petition, they will transfer your case to the State Department's National Visa Center (NVC) for preprocessing. The first step in this treatment is to create your case in our system. Once this is complete, we will send you a welcome letter by email or physical mail. With the information contained in this letter, you can log in to our Consular Electronic Request Centre (CEAC) to verify your status, receive
messages and manage your case. Once you submit your fees, forms and supporting documents to the NVC, we will review your case to ensure that you have provided all the necessary documentation to plan the immigrant visa interview. Interviews are based on the availability of appointments at the
embassy or consulate. To determine which cases the CNV is currently reviewing, please visit the CNV's Delays page on the right navigation bar. Page 2 Step 3: Pay a fee The first thing you need to do after receiving your welcome letter from the CNV is to pay your processing fee. There are two
processing fees: processing fees for visa applications Support Expense Affidavit You will need a bank routing number and a U.S. bank's checking or savings account number. To pay your fees, log on to your case at the CEAC and click the PAY NOW button under an affidavit of support or fee IV on your
summary page. Please note that you cannot pay these two fees simultaneously; The online system will ask you to pay them one at a time. After your online payments, please allow up to a week for the NVC to process your fees before moving on to the next step. You will not be able to access the DS-260
form until the CNV processes your payments. PREVIOUS STEP: NVC NEXT STEP TREATMENT: AFFIDAVIT OF THE ACRONYM SUPPORTING COUNTRIES AN AFGHANISTAN AFGH ALBANIA ALB ALGERIA ALGR AND ANGOLA ANGL ANGUILLA ANGU ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA ANTI
ARGENTINA ARG ARMENIA ARM ARUBA ARB AUSTRALIA ASTL AUSTRIA AUST AZERBAIJAN AZR B BAHAMAS BAMA BAHRAIN BAHR BANGLADESH BANG BARBADOS BRDO BELARUS BYS BELGIUM BELG BELIZE BLZ BENIN BENN BERMUDA BERM BHU BOLIVIA BOL BOSNIA AND

HERZEGOVINA BIH BOTSWANA BOT BRAZIL BRZL BRUNEI BRNI BULGARIA BULG BURKINA FASO BURK BURMA BURM BURUNDI BRND C CAMBODIA CBDA CAMEROON CMRN CANADA CAN CAPE VERDE CAVI CAYMAN ISLANDS CAYI CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC CAFR CHAD
CHAD CHILE CHIL CHINA CHIN COLOMBIA COL COMORES COMO CONGO BRAZZAVILLE CONB CONGO KINSHASA COD COSTA RICA CSTR IVORY COAST IVCO CROATIA HRV CUBA CUBA CYPRUS CYPR CZECH REPUBLIC CZEC D DENMARK DEN DJIBOUTI DJI DOMINICA DOMN
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC DOMR E ECUADOR ECUA EGYPT EGYP EL SALVADOR ELSL EQUATORIAL GUINEA EGN ERITREA ERI ESTONIA IS ETHIOPIA ETH FIJI F FIJI FINLAND FIN FRANCE FRAN G GABON GABN GAMBIA GAM GEORGIA GRZ GERMANY GER GHANA GHAN GIBRALTAR
GIB GREECE RCMP GRENADE GREN GUATEMALA GUAT GUINEA BISSAU GUIB GUYANA GUY H HAITI HAT SEE VAT HOLY HONDURAS HOND HONG KONG HOKO HUNGARY HUNG I ICELAND ICLD INDIA IMD INDONESIA IDSA IRAN IRAQ IRAQ IRELAND IRE ISRAEL ISRL ITALY ITLY J
JAMAICA JAM JAPAN JPN JORDAN JORD K KAZAKHSTAN KAZ KENYA KENY KIRIBATI KIRI KOREA - NORTH KOREA - KOREA SOUTH KUWAIT KUWT KYRGYZSTAN KGZ L LAOS LAOS LATVIA LATV LEBANON LEBN LESOTHO THE LIBERIA LIBR LIBYA LBYA LIECHTENSTEIN LCHT
LITHUANIA LITH LUXEMBOURG LXM M MACAU MAC MACEDONIA MKD MADAGASCAR MADG MALAWI MALW MALAYSIA MLAS MALDIVES MLDV MALI MALI MALTA ML MAURITANIA MAUR MAURITIUS MRTS MEXICO MEX MOLDOVA MLD MONACO MON MONGOLIA MONG
MONTSERRAT MONT MOROCCO MORO MOZAMBIQUE MOZ N NAMIBIA NAMB NAURU NAU NEPAL NEPS NETH NETHERLANDS ANTILLES NETA NEW CALEDONIA NCAL NEW ZEALAND NZLD NICARAGUA NIC NIGER NIR NIGERIA NRA NORWAY NORW O OMAN OMAN P PAKISTAN
PKST PALAU PALA PANAMA PAN PAPUA NEW GUINEA PNG PARAGUAY PARA PERU PERU PHILIPPINES PHIL PITCAIRN ISLANDS PITC POLAND POL PORTUGAL PORT Q Q QTAR R ROUMANIE ROM RUSSIA RUS RWANDA RWND S ST. HELENA SHEL ST. KITTS AND NEVIS STCN ST.
LUCIA SLCA ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES STVN SAMOA WSAM SAN MARINO SMAR SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE STPR SAUDI ARABIA SARB SENEGAL SENG SEYCHELLES SEYC SIERRA LEONE SLEO SINGAPORE SING SLOVAKIA SVK SLOVENIA SVN SOLOMON ISLANDS
SLMN SOMALIA SOMA SOUTH AFRICA SAFR SPAIN SPN SRI LANKA SRL SUDAN SUDA SURINAME SURM SWAZILAND SZLD SWEDEN SWDN SWITZERLAND SWTZ SYRIA SYR T TAIWAN TWAN TAIKISTAN TANZANIA TAZN THAILAND THAI TIMOR-LESTE TMOR TOGO TOGO TONGA
TONGA TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO TRIN TUNISIA TNSA TURKEY TRKY TURKMENISTAN TKM TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS TCIS TUVALU TUV U UGANDA UGAN UKRAINE UKR UNITED ARAB EMIRATES UNITED ARAB EMIRATES UNITED ARAB EMIRATES UNITED KINGDOM GRBR
URUGUAY URU UZBEKISTAN UZB V VANUATU VANU VENEZUELA VEN Z VIETNAM VTNM VIRGIN ISLANDS (BRITISH) BRVI W WALLIS AND FUTUNA WAFT SAHARA OCCIDENTAL SSAH Y YEMEN YEM YUGOSLAVIA YUGO Z ZAMBIA ZAMB ZIMBABWE ZIMB Accompanying: A type of visa
in which family members travel with the principal applicant, (in cases of immigrant visa, six months after issuing an immigrant visa to the principal applicant). Adjust status: 1) to move from a non-immigrant visa or other status; or, 2) to adjust the status of a permanent resident (green card holder). For more
information, visit the USCIS website, as this is a Department of Homeland Security (DHS) process. Administrative processing: Some visa applications require longer administrative processing, which takes longer after the visa applicant is interviewed by a consular officer. Applicants are made aware of this
requirement when they apply. For more information, visit our administrative processing web page. Admission: Entry to the United States is authorized by an agent of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Customs and Border Protection (CBP). When you come from abroad and arrive in the United
States for the first time, the visa allows you to go to the point of entry and apply for permission to enter the United States. Admission, or entry to the United States, by non-U.S. citizens must be authorized by a CBP agent at the point of entry, which determines if you can enter and how long you can stay
here, during a particular visit. If you are allowed to enter, how long you can stay and the immigration classification given to you is indicated as a registered date or duration of status (D/S) on your I-94 admission stamp or paper form, arrival/departure file. For more information, visit DHS, CBP. If you want to
stay longer than the authorized date, you must seek permission from DHS, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Adopted child: An unmarried child under the age of 21, adopted when he was under the age of sixteen and in legal custody and has been living with the adoptive parent for at
least two years. These rules do not apply to orphans adopted by U.S. citizens. The adoption decree must give the child all the rights of a naturally born child. For more information on adoption, visit adoption.state.gov DOS. Early Parole: Permission to Return to the United States a trip abroad. Early parole
must be granted by DHS before leaving the United States. The following categories of people may require early parole: K-1 visa holders, asylum seekers, parolees, persons with temporary protection status (GST) and certain individuals who are trying to adjust their status while in the United States. If they
do not apply for early parole before leaving United States, they may not be able to return. Go to DHS, USCIS to find out more. Advisory Notice: Notice of a point of law from the Office of Visa Services of the State Department, Washington, D.C. This notice would be issued in response to an investigation by
a U.S. Embassy or Consulate regarding the interpretation of the Immigration Act, or in response to an investigation by an applicant or his legal representative regarding the legal correctness of the applicant's visa denial. Advisory Notice (J Visa) Waiver of foreign residence requirement, INA 212: Form DS
2019 or IAP 66 of a J-1 visa holder will have a statement in the lower left corner of the form, as follows: The bearer (is or is not) subject to section 212(e). Two-year rule (applies or does not apply) (country name). This is preliminary support from the consular officer or immigration officer regarding section
212 of the INA. When a J-1 visa holder (or his or her lawyer) asks whether the requirement for foreign residence under INA 212 applies to a particular J-1 visa holder, an application for advisory advice is mailed to the State Department Waiver Review Division. Learn more - See Eligibility and Application
Procedures and FAQs in the Waiver - Foreign Residency Requirement web pages. Support Affidavit: (OSA): Document promising that the person who completes it will financially support an applicant in the United States. Family and some employment immigration cases require the I-864 support affidavit,
which is legally binding. All other cases use the support affidavit I-134. Check out our I-864 information to find out more. Affiliated: Partner or controlled by the same owner or authority. Age: A child must be single and under the age of 21, as defined in the U.S. Immigration Act. A child who is the recipient
of an immigrant petition applying for an immigrant visa is considered to have aged when the recipient is no longer eligible for an immigrant visa because he or she has reached the age of 21. The Protection of the Status of the Child Act (CSPA) amended the law to allow many recipients to still be eligible as
children for the purposes of the immigrant visa, even after the age of 21. Learn more about the treatment of the National Visa Centre for cases where child recipients are about to age. Agent: In processing immigrant visas, the applicant selects a person who receives all correspondence regarding the case
and pays the processing fee for the immigrant visa application. The agent can the applicant, petitioner or other person selected by the applicant and listed on Form DS-261, an online choice of address and agent. Alien: A foreign national who is not a U.S. citizen. Attribution: Assigned an immigrant number
to a consular office or USCIS. This number can be used for issuing visas or adjusting the status as described in the digital control system for immigrants. AOS: Support Affidavit, Form I-864. A document promising that the person who completes it will financially support an applicant in the U.S. family and
some employment immigration cases require the I-864 support affidavit, which is legally binding. All other cases use the support affidavit I-134. Check out our I-864 information to find out more. Applicant (visa): A foreign citizen applying for a non-immigrant or immigrant U.S. visa. The visa applicant may
also be designated as a recipient of petition-based visas. Appointment kit: A letter and document that informs an applicant of the date of the immigrant visa interview. It includes forms that the applicant must complete prior to the interview and instructions on how to prepare everything for the interview.
Notice of approval: Notice of action, Form I-797, issued by DHS, USCIS, indicating that USCIS has approved a petition, or request for an extension of the stay or change of status. Asylee: A person who cannot return to his country of origin because of a well-founded fear of persecution. An asylum
application is made in the United States to DHS. Visit the USCIS website to learn more. Visit The Follow-to-Join Refugees and Asylees program for information for spouses or minor children who are not married abroad after joining a refugee or asylene in the United States. Arrival/departure card: Also
known as Form I-94, arrival-to-departure file. As of May 25, 2013, a new I-94 electronic process has been fully implemented at air and sea ports of entry. As part of the new process, a CBP official at the port of entry provides each non-immigrant traveller admitted (all non-U.S. citizens) with an admission
stamp on their passport. CBP will no longer issue paper I-94 forms, with a few exceptions. For more information, visit the CBP website. On the admission stamp or the I-94 paper form, the CBP records a date or D/S (status duration). If your I-94 admission stamp or form contains a specific date, it is the
date you must leave the United States. If you have received an I-94 paper form, it is important to keep this card safe because it indicates how long you are allowed and authorized by DHS to remain in the United States. It is best to keep it stapled with your passport, kept in a safe place. Visitors return the
I-94 card when they leave the country. Prosecutor of the file: Lawyer or representative appointed by the applicant, applicant or recipient to receive correspondence and documents relating to the petition or visa application. A lawyer in the file may be appointed by the applicant, applicant or recipient by
submitting to the National Visa Center or the U.S. Embassy or Consulate processing the visa application: Form G-28, Notice of Entry as a Prosecutor or Representative; a paper-printed letterhead showing membership in the profession (a member of a State or Association of the District of Columbia Bar
operating in the United States) and stating that such a lawyer has been retained or employed to represent the applicant; or a letter from the applicant identifying the lawyer or representative with whom the applicant has established such a relationship. BACK TO THE TOP OF THE PAGE
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